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DRAFT

Attachment C

PANDEMIC ALERT AND PANDEMIC PERIOD FLOW CHART
Possible novel flu strain reported or detected by surveillance

Detecting agency (LDH, IDE or BOL) notifies other relevant
agencies by telephone, e-mail and fax during regular working hours
or the on-call person evenings and weekends and Holidays.

LHD arranges definitive samples and urgent transport to BOL
LHD arranges temporary isolation of patient pending result, LHD notifies BCHS
IDE/ LDH begins initial epidemiology to determine the potential extent and methods of disease
transmission

SPECIMENS TESTED AT BOL – BOL
INFORMS IDE, LHD OF RESULTS

NEGATIVE

Epidemiology
suggestive of
circulating influenza
strain or other disease

Continued routine
surveillance and
epidemiology
activities.

POSITIVE H3

NOVEL VIRUS
BOL informs results to IDE, LHD, BCHS, Sec. of Health

Unusual mortality or
severity or other
indicators of a novel virus

IDE, CDC, LHD, BCHS discuss strategies and make
recommendations to Secretary based upon activity in
other locations, possibility of containment, and known
mechanisms of transmission. Secretary may mobilize
entire HD or request additional resources from Governor

Additional testing
of initial specimen
at CDC and obtain
additional
specimens.

Pandemic Alert

1)
IDE, CDC, LHD, BCHS
discuss strategies and make
recommendations to
Secretary based upon activity
in other locations, possibility
1 of containment, and known
mechanisms of transmission.
Secretary may mobilize
entire HD or request
additional resources from
Governor

2)
3)

4)
5)
6)

Version 1.0

IDE informs CDC, DOH Command Center
Specimen sent to CDC for further identification

Post exposure
chemoprophylaxis for all
household contacts and high risk
hospital contacts
Monitor the health of all
contacts
Limit the activities of
contacts and monitor contacts of
contacts
Serology and lab testing of
contacts
Search for source
including bird and animal.
Active surveillance to find

Pandemic

1) Fully activated the
Epidemiology
Response Plan.
2) Define a case
definition specific to
the jurisdictions and
situations where
cases are available
and work with
individual hospitals
to report those
cases.
3) Recommend levels
of infection control
measures needed for

